The Key to Integration

for Kids and Teenagers
Who we are
allegra! das Sprachenzentrum – the school for learning German as a foreign language.
From the very beginning we set ourselves the target to help people from other nations learning the German
language. In this way the school, which is headed by two former secondary school teachers, assists the
students integration in Switzerland.
We have preserved the basic ideas of the OEKOS course programme, at the same time broadening the
contents of the syllabus, enabling us to adapt our courses to the current requirements of the Swiss school
system and society.
Teaching materials
In the German Language classes we work with the official course books Pipapo 1 & 2. These text books
are produced by the inter-cantonal centre for teaching material. Their aim is to teach children to
communicate in the German language, making it possible for them to follow lessons in normal school
classes after a period of twenty weeks.
Regarding mathematics, our teachers work with the official materials for elementary and secondary school.
This ensures that the children quickly gain a foothold in the Swiss education system as well as in everyday
life.
The focus of our course
Our main concern is to provide our students with an education in the German language which enables
them to integrate as quickly and effectively as possible.
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Timetable
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M

M
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Start dates

by arrangement

Lunch break

The lunch break is mandatory and has to payed. The children are supervised during
that time.

Subjects

D: German (grammar, conversation, reading, writing, listening exercises)
M: Mathematics
G: Geometry
IK: Integration Course (furthering students’ knowledge, discussion of daily life, moral
values and current issues, …)
D + G/M: German in the field of art and music

Groups

4 - 10 students

Age

from age 10

Duration

20 or 30 school weeks or by arrangement

Costs / week

Intensiv-Variation: Fr. 445.– (26 lessons)
Lunch:
Fr. 36.–
Teaching material: Fr. 15.–
Morning-Variation: Fr. 325.– (20 lessons, 4 lessons every morning)
Teaching material: Fr. 15.–

Basic equipment
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The children bring their own pencil case including pencils, coloured pencils and
eraser etc.
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Do you have any questions or would you like more information? Please contact us at any time!

Where do you find allegra!
allegra! das Sprachenzentrum?
Train station Stettbach

Important: Use the underground passage on the south side of the station
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